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Modern Society
“As it has for more than two centuries, progress will come in fits and starts. It is not

always a straight line. It’s not always a smooth path.”
- Barack Obama

1. Singapore and the Modern Society?

● With the aid of technological advancement and other facets of modernization,
Singapore has transformed greatly. We have worked to develop our society in
many aspects, transforming our cultural heritage, education process, political
empowerment, socialization and religious and ideological beliefs.

● This drastic and fast-paced change in modern society comes with both
improvements and detriments to our way of life, values, beliefs and behaviours,
changing our multicultural fabrics.

2. Technology and its impact on Singapore [Science and Technology]

a. What are the technological development we have embraced
b. How it has enriched our society [Positive impacts]
c. How it has undermined our society [Negative impacts]

3. The modern socialization and communication process [Social]

a. The modern way of socialization and communication
b. We are more connected and linked
c. Are we more connected and linked

4. The impact of modernization on our cultures [Culture]

a. How modernization shapes our Singapore culture
b. Modernization enriches our Singapore culture
c. Modernization is the cause of degradation of Singapore culture

5. First World Nation, First Class Education [Education]

a. Features of a world-class education
b. Our education will prepare the youths for the future
c. There are still faults in our education system
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6. Modernization changes our beliefs [Religion]

a. Modernization affects our religious beliefs
b. Why do we still need religion?

7. Who we are in this modern society [National Identity]

a. How Singaporeans have changed in the modern society
b. As we modernize, we improve
c. Degradation of the modern Singaporeans

8. Modernization shapes our economy [Economic]

a. Increased trading [Positive impacts]
b. Stiffer competition [Negative impacts]
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